
FAST FACTS

Selection bias due to conditioning on a collider
Effect estimates may be biased when the study design or the data analysis is conditional on a
collider—a variable that is caused by two other variables. Causal directed acyclic graphs are a helpful
tool to identify colliders that may introduce selection bias in observational research.
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Definition of a collider
In a causal graph, a collider is a variable that is
affected by two or more variables on the graph.1 2 For
example, suppose a causal diagram has three
variables: vaccine V (yes or no) at baseline, infection
I (yes or no) during the subsequent six months, and
individual, pre-baseline susceptibility S to infection
(high, medium, low) (fig 1, top graph). There would

be an arrow from V to I because the vaccine lowers
the risk of infection, and anarrow fromS to I because
susceptibility increases the risk of infection.
Therefore, the variable I is a collider because arrows
go into it from two other variables: the arrows from
V and S “collide” into I. Identifying colliders is
important because conditioning on colliders is
expected to lead to selection bias.1 3

Fig 1 | Three types of causal graphs. I=infection; J=fourth variable; S=susceptibility to infection; V=vaccine
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Colliders and selection bias
Suppose that a randomised trial is performed inwhichV is randomly
assigned to individuals in the study population. In the data, no
association is expected between V and S because the random
assignment at baseline implies that the distribution of pre-baseline
susceptibility is the same between the vaccinated group and
unvaccinated group—that is, even though V and S are graphically
connected through the collider I, V andS are not associated because
two variables measured at baseline cannot become associated by
a third variable, the collider, that occurs in the future (fig 1, top
graph). In the jargon of graph theory, it is said that a path between
two variables is blocked by a collider on the path.

Now consider what happens if only people who were infected in
the first six months are selected for analysis—that is, the analysis
is conditional on I=yes (fig 1, middle graph)—as was done in the
analysis of recent studies of immune imprinting of covid-19
vaccines.4 5 An individual who becomes infected despite receiving
a vaccine dose is more likely to have high susceptibility to infection
than anunvaccinated individualwhobecomes infected. Therefore,
among infected people, a greater proportion of people with high
susceptibility to infection would be expected among those who
received the vaccine than among those who did not receive the
vaccine—that is, V and S become associated when the analysis is
conditional on I=yes even thoughVandSwere not associatedwhen
the analysis included the entire population of the randomised trial.
In the jargon of graph theory, it is said that a path between two
variables is not blocked by a collider on the path when the collider
is conditioned on.

When conditioning on the collider I, a V-S association arises due
to selecting a commoneffect of V andS. This conditional association
does not correspond to the effect of V on S (there is no effect of V
on S because S predates V) or to the effect of S on V (there is no
effect of S on V because V was randomly assigned); rather, the
conditional V-S association in the stratum I=yes is a selection bias
with no causal interpretation. The conditional association is also
expected to arise when conditioning on I=no, although there are
mathematical conditions under which conditioning on one (and
only one) of the values of a collider may not induce an association
between its causes.6

Colliders and direct effects
If a fourth variable, J, is added to the causal graph: infectionbetween
six months and 12 months after randomisation (yes or no) (fig 1,
bottom graph), an arrow from I and S points into J because both
previous infection and individual susceptibility affect the risk of
subsequent infection. Suppose there is interest in the direct effect
of V on J that is not mediated by I. Let it be assumed that researchers
are unaware that the direct effect is null because the vaccine effect
wanes until disappearing at six months, and thus no direct arrow
goes from V to J. In an attempt to estimate the direct effect of the
vaccine V on late infection J that is not mediated by early infection
I, an analysis restricted to individualswhowere infected early could
naively be carried out. However, selecting those with I=yes leads
to anassociationbetweenVandSand, because S is associatedwith
J, between V and J. An incorrect interpretation of that conditional
association would be that V has a direct effect on J because, in
reality, the association between V and J is the result of selection
bias.

The big picture
Associations created by colliders are everywhere. For example,
conditioning on a collider explains the following two statements7:

“Among successful actors, being physically attractive is inversely
related to being a good actor,” and “Among American college
students, being academically gifted is inversely related to being
good at sport.” The collider is acting success (yes or no) in the first
example and admission to a US college (yes or no) in the second
example.

In fact, selection biases such as the one described may arise in any
research setting in which the study design or the data analysis is
conditional ona collider. This formof selectionbias largely explains,
for example, the association reported between postmenopausal
hormone treatment and coronary heart disease,8 the birth weight
paradox,9 and the obesity paradox.10 Also, many commonly used
methods for adjustment of confounders, including regression, rely
on estimating associations conditional on covariates. As a result,
a causally blind selection of adjustment covariates may introduce
selection bias if some of those covariates are colliders rather than
confounders.6
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